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Executive Summary

The purpose of my project is to provide a work flow for collecting, viewing, editing, and
summarizing or reporting data about the salamanders of California. In order to accomplish
this I created a collector application, a web map application, and a dashboard. 

The  collector  application  is  capable  of  collecting  point,  line,  and polygon  features.
Because the data is usually specific to where a salamander has been sighted it’s primary
focus is on point data collection. I did include the ability to collect polygon features because it
is  sometimes important  to  delineate  the  boundaries  of  habitats.  The polygon choices for
feature types and classification is less expansive than the point features because this is not
the focus of the data collection. I did leave the ability to create notes in the polygon section if
the  user  wishes to  enter  the  species  or  objectid  from the  point  data  collection.  The line
features are present just in case there is a need to collect these types of features along with a
notes field.

The web map application allows the user to collect, edit, and view data. The application
also has so defined widget filters for the user to alter what is visible on the map. A query
widget  is  also used with  defined queries that  the user  can chain together  to  create new
selections, or layers. The smart editor widget is also used allowing the user to create and edit
features. There are several other basic widgets used in this application that are common and
need no elaboration. The other feature of this application is a custom expression used in the
pop-up that tells the user what known salamander ranges the observation point intersects
with.  If  it  doesn’t  intersect  with  the  know  range  of  the  species  observed  than  a  range
extension may have been found. 

The dashboard uses and indicator with an associated list to tell the user what safety
issues were observed “This Week”. There are two bar charts where one tells the used how
many observations were collected each day for “This Week”, and the other bar chart tells the
user how many observations of each genus already recorded per month. The pie chart tells
the user the proportion each salamander genus has out of the total observations in the data.
The selector on the right-hand side allows the user to narrow or filter the observations by
date, observation type, and target species. The selectors also target the map and then the
lists I made for each observation type: In-situ, AOR, DOR, and Safety Issues. By having the
selectors target the lists and map they act as a filter on what the lists and map show.


